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ABSTRACT

Viscosities of fourteen melts close to the join SiO$_2$-NaAlO$_2$ were measured in the range 1–10$^{12}$ Pa·s (700–1650 °C) using a combination of concentric cylinder and micropenetration techniques. These compositions cover five isopleths in silica content from 50 to 82 mol% and vary from mildly peralkaline to mildly peraluminous. GREATLY IMPROVED constraints on the temperature dependence of viscosity in the system SiO$_2$-NaAlO$_2$ result because exactly the same compositions were used for both high- and low-temperature measurements; viscosities over an extended range of silica contents were measured at temperatures close the glass transition, and several compositions at constant silica content and variable alkali/Al ratio were measured, allowing interpolation of data to compositions exactly along the join SiO$_2$-NaAlO$_2$. At high temperature (1600 °C) viscosity and activation energy are shown to be approximately a linear function of silica content, but large nonlinearities occur at temperatures close to the glass transition range. Defining fragility as the gradient of the viscosity curve at the glass transition temperature ($T_g$ taken to be the 10$^{12}$ Pa·s isokom) on a reduced temperature scale ($T/T_g$), it is found that the fragility increases in a nonlinear fashion as NaAlO$_2$ is substituted for SiO$_2$, with fragility increasing more rapidly at lower SiO$_2$ contents. The viscosity data are combined with heat capacity data available in the literature to estimate configurational entropies of albite, jadeite, and nepheline glasses using the Adam-Gibbs theory. Fragility, when defined in terms of the Adam-Gibbs parameters, is shown to increase with configurational heat capacity (difference in heat capacity between the liquid and the glassy states) but to decrease with increasing configurational entropy at the glass transition. In the light of independent phase equilibria and spectroscopic and calorimetric evidence that suggests the Al-Si ordering increases as silica content decreases from SiO$_2$ to nepheline, the modeling of configurational entropy in terms of Al-Si mixing suggests the following: (1) Melt configurational entropy has contributions from both cation mixing (chemical contribution), as well as variations in the topology of the O network (topological contribution), of which the latter dominates. (2) The chemical contribution is due to mixing of tetrahedral rather than O sites. (3) At the glass transition (10$^{12}$ Pa·s isokom) the topological contribution shows little, if any, variation.

INTRODUCTION

Viscosity is a key parameter controlling the transport of silicate melts during a range of diverse processes relevant to glassmaking, nuclear and non-nuclear waste immobilization, igneous petrology, and volcanology. Although many viscosity measurements exist in the geological and glass-making literature (e.g., references in Bottinga and Weill 1972; Shaw 1972; Bansal and Doremus 1986; Mazurin et al. 1987, 1993), no robust predictive model of the compositional and temperature dependence of viscosity is presently available, particularly for temperatures close to the glass transition. It is, however, widely recognized that melt viscosity and structure are intimately related, and the most promising approaches to the prediction of structural relaxation time attempt quantitatively to relate this property to melt structure [e.g., mode-coupling theory (Götze 1991), free volume theory (Cohen and Grest 1979), and configurational entropy theory (Adam and Gibbs 1965)]. Of these three approaches the Adam-Gibbs theory has been shown to work remarkably well for a wide range of silicate melts (Richet 1984; Hummel and Arndt 1985; Tauber and Arndt 1987; Bottinga et al. 1995), being able quantitatively to account for non-Arrhenian behavior (i.e., deviation from the log viscosity being inversely proportional to absolute temperature), which is now recognized to be a characteristic of almost all silicate melts. Although the Adam-Gibbs theory has had much success in explaining many diverse features of the viscosities of silicate melts (e.g., Bottinga and Richet 1996), nevertheless, many details relating structure and configurational entropy remain unknown.
and for the moment the Adam-Gibbs theory cannot be used in a predictive sense for compositionally complex silicate liquids. To further our understanding of the relationships between melt structure, entropy, and viscosity, we have chosen to study the system SiO₂-NaAlO₃. This system has been extensively studied spectroscopically (Taylor and Brown 1979; Seifert et al. 1982; McMillan et al. 1982; Murdoch et al. 1985; Matson et al. 1986; Neuville and Mysen 1996), and calorimetrically (Navrotsky et al. 1982; Richet and Bottinga 1984; Richet et al. 1990), as well as modeled at very high temperatures using molecular dynamics simulations (Scamahorn and Angell 1991; Stein and Spera 1995). Viscosity measurements also are numerous in this system (e.g., Riebling 1966; Taylor and Rindone 1970; Hunold and Brückner 1980; Cranmer and Uhlmann 1981; Stein and Spera 1993), but there is considerable disagreement between certain studies. Key questions remain unanswered such as how viscosity, activation energy, and departure from Arrhenian behavior all vary as a function of silica content along this join. This situation is largely due to (1) A lack of low temperature data for compositions poor in silica and (2) The fact that high- and low-temperature viscosities are often measured by different workers on different compositions. This may be particularly important because it is known that for melts close to the metaluminous join, small differences in the alkali/Al ratio may have a significant effect on viscosity (e.g., Richet and Bottinga 1984).

To provide the best possible constraints on viscosity along the join SiO₂-NaAlO₃, shear viscosities of melts containing between 50 and 82 mol% SiO₂ were measured over a wide range from 10⁻¹ Pa·s to 10⁻¹² Pa·s. Several compositions of variable Na/Al ratio were studied at each silica isopleth to quantify the effect of small changes in alkali/Al ratio on viscosity. These data were then combined with calorimetric data from the literature and interpreted within the framework of the Adam-Gibbs theory to shed more light on the relationship between melt configurational entropy and structure.

**EXPERIMENTAL METHODS**

**Starting compositions and sample preparation**

Fourteen compositions along five isopleths in silica content in the system NaAlO₂-SiO₂ were studied with silica contents ranging from 82 to 50 mol% (Fig. 1). A series of glasses along silica isopleths were prepared by
Viscosity determinations

Shear viscosities in the range 1 to 10^5 Pa.s were measured at one atmosphere in air using the concentric cylinder method. This apparatus, and description of the platinum rhodium spindle and crucible geometries are described in Dingwell (1989) and Dingwell and Virgo (1987), respectively. A Brookfield DV-III viscometer head with a full scale torque of 7.20 × 10^-2 N.m was used at rotation rates between 0.1 and 20 rpm, higher viscosities being measured at lower strain rates. Measurements were started at high temperature and the melt stirred until a stable viscosity reading was maintained for one hour. Subsequent measurements were carried out, lowering the temperature until either crystallization or an instrumental limit was reached. After the lowest temperature measurement, the highest temperature condition was reoccupied, and the comparison of first and last high-temperature measurements serves as a check against instrumental and compositional drift. Absolute viscosities were calculated by calibrating the crucible, spindle, and head combination using the National Institute of Standards and Testing lead-silicate glass SRM 711, and Deutsche Glashandtechnische Gesellschaft soda-lime glass DGG-1. The accuracy of the concentric cylinder method may be taken as ±5% (Dingwell 1989), but it should be noted that the precision of this technique is considerably better (less than ±0.5%, Toplis and Dingwell 1996).

Viscosities in the range 10^1 to 10^2 Pa.s have been measured using a micropenetration technique on samples recovered from high temperature viscosity measurements. This method involves determining the rate at which a hemispherical iridium indenter (2 mm in diameter) moves into the melt surface under a fixed load of 1.2 N. These measurements were performed using a Bähr DIL 802V vertical push-rod dilatometer, equipped with a silica sample holder under an argon-gas flow. Viscosities determined on lead-silicate SRM-711 have been reproduced within an error of ±0.06 log units. Further details of this apparatus may be found in Hess et al. (1995).

**Results**

Measured viscosities are summarized in Table 2, and those for the 75, 67, and 50 mol% SiO₂ isopleths are shown graphically in Figure 2. For all of the studied melts it is clear that the Arrhenius relation (Eq. 1), which describes log viscosity (logₐη) as a linear function of inverse absolute temperature (T) through two constants Aₐn and Bₐn, is insufficient to describe the temperature dependence of viscosity of these melts over the studied temperature range.

\[
\log_{10} \eta = A_{an} + \frac{B_{an}}{T}
\]  

An adequate description of the temperature dependence of viscosity is given by the three-parameter Tamann-Vogel-Fulcher Equation 2, with which the data shown in Figure 2 have been fitted and for which the constants
For all silica isopleths the mildly peralkaline compositions have much lower viscosities than those of melts closest to the join (Fig. 2). This is to be expected because peralkaline compositions contain non-bridging O atoms, whereas melts on the metaluminous join are generally considered to be fully polymerized. However, somewhat surprising is the fact that peraluminous melts consistently show higher viscosities than those of the composition closest to the metaluminous join (Fig. 2). The metaluminous join does not, therefore, represent a maximum in viscosity, and it is thus possible that such melts still contain a small proportion of non-bridging O atoms. This is discussed in some detail by Toplis et al. (1991), who concluded that the shift of the viscosity maximum into the peraluminous field can be explained by the presence of triclusters (Lacy 1963) consisting of a threefold-coordinated O atom, to which one aluminate and two silicate tetrahedra are attached.

Interpolated viscosities along the join SiO$_2$-NaAlO$_2$

The fact that viscosities were measured at constant silica content, but variable Na/(Na + Al) ratio permits interpolation of the data to obtain viscosities of melts exactly on the metaluminous join. These interpolated viscosities are compared with the measurements in Figure 2 (shown as a dashed line), and those of each of the five studied silica contents are compared in Figure 3, where important differences in both viscosity and departure from Arrhenian behavior are apparent. These differences are considered in more detail below. The viscosities of interpolated compositions exactly on the join SiO$_2$-NaAlO$_2$ have been fitted using Equation 2, as shown in Table 4. When the data from this study are combined with values for SiO$_2$ taken from Richet (1984) it is found that both $B_{TVF}$ and $C_{TVF}$ vary as an approximately linear function of silica content over the entire range 50--100 mol%.

\[
\log_{10} \eta = A_{TVF} + \frac{B_{TVF}}{T - C_{TVF}} 
\]
Comparison with previous studies

Several previous studies have looked at the viscosities of melts along the join SiO₂-NaAlO₂, in particular those corresponding in composition to the minerals albite (NaAlSi₃O₈) and jadeite (NaAlSi₂O₆). Our interpolated viscosity curves for compositions exactly on the join SiO₂-NaAlO₂ are compared in Figure 4 with literature data for albite, jadeite, and nepheline (NaAlSiO₄). There is generally good agreement between our results and those of previous studies, although our interpolated viscosities at temperatures close to the glass transition are slightly lower than those measured by Taylor and Rindone (1970), for both albite and jadeite melts. In comparison with Figure 2 it is clear that such small differences may be caused by small changes in the Na/(Na + Al) ratio. Indeed it is worth noting that although we tried to make compositions exactly on the join SiO₂-NaAlO₂, the greater part were slightly peraluminous and thus of higher viscosity than our interpolated composition. The same may also be true of compositions studied by Taylor and Rindone (1970) and Hummel and Arndt (1985). A more serious discrepancy occurs between our data and those of Hunold and Brückner (1980) for jadeite melt at low temperature for which no simple explanation has been found. In contrast to the conclusion of Stein and Spera (1993) we find the high-temperature determinations

| Table 4. TVF parameters of interpolated compositions on the join SiO₂-NaAlO₂ |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SiO₂ (mol%)</th>
<th>Aᵥᵥ</th>
<th>Bᵥᵥ</th>
<th>Cᵥᵥ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100*</td>
<td>-7.262</td>
<td>26984</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>-5.783</td>
<td>15170</td>
<td>214.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>-6.985</td>
<td>14900</td>
<td>257.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>-5.743</td>
<td>12065</td>
<td>340.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>-5.655</td>
<td>10835</td>
<td>429.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>-4.586</td>
<td>7337</td>
<td>632.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of Riebling (1966) to be in excellent agreement with the results presented here, not only for albite and jadeite melts, but also nepheline composition at high temperature, with the results of N'Dala et al. (1984) being one log unit too high in viscosity.

Albite and jadeite are the only compositions in this system for which a large enough viscosity range has been previously measured to constrain with any accuracy the TVF parameters. The value of \( C_{TVF} \) obtained for albite melt in this study (257.5 K) agrees well that of 277 K reported by Richet (1984) and 274 K reported by Stein and Spera (1993), while our value for jadeite melt (340.5 K) lies between the values of 297 K and 471 K reported by Stein and Spera (1993) and Richet (1984), respectively.

Departure from Arrhenian behavior and fragility

The departure of viscosity from an Arrhenian temperature dependence is commonly discussed using the concept of fragility (Angell 1985) where strong melts show behavior approaching that of the Arrhenian case, and weak, or fragile melts show large departures. Compared with many organic polymers and molecular liquids, silicate melts are in general strong, although as can be seen from Figures 2 and 3, important departures from Arrhenian behavior do occur. The definition of fragility as the gradient of the viscosity curve at the glass transition temperature on a reduced temperature scale (Plazek and Ngai 1991; Böhmer and Angell 1992) is commonly used and has been found to be one of the most satisfactory (Hess 1996). Fragility may therefore be calculated by differentiating the TVF equation:

\[
\text{fragility} = m = \frac{d(\log_{10} \eta)}{d(T_g/T)} = \frac{B_{TVF}}{T_g(1 - C_{TVF}/T_g)^2}
\]

Using Equation 3, we define \( T_g \) to be the 10^{12} Pa·s isokom [with laboratory cooling rates on the order of 10 K/s, the glass transition temperature defined calorimetrically has been shown to be close to the temperature at which the viscosity is 10^{12} Pa·s (see Richet and Bottinga 1995)]. Thus we find that the fragility of compositions along the studied join increases, but in a non-linear manner as a function of SiO2 content with little or no increase in fragility between pure SiO2 and 82 mol% SiO2, but ever increasing fragility at lower silica contents (Fig. 5). These data therefore unambiguously confirm that fragility increases from SiO2 to nepheline, as indicated by the data of Stein and Spera (1993). Such data are also in agreement with molecular dynamics simulations of these melts (Scamehorn and Angell 1991; Stein and Spera 1995).

Viscosity and activation energy on the join SiO2-NaAlO2

As shown by Figure 3, the increasingly fragile nature of melts, varying from pure SiO2 to nepheline, results in the consequence that the concept of activation energy (the slope of the log viscosity-inverse temperature relation) should be used with extreme caution. For example, the slope of the log viscosity-inverse temperature relation for albite melt varies by 100 kJ/mol from the glass transition to 2000 K, while that of nepheline melt varies by over 600 kJ/mol. Despite such large variations in activation energy over the studied range of viscosity a meaningful comparison of activation energies may be made at fixed reduced temperature \((T/T_g)\). Activation energies calculated from data in the range 1550 to 1600 °C \((T/T_g = 1.7)\) show an almost linear decrease as a function of SiO2 content, whereas at lower reduced temperature \((T/T_g = 1.2)\) activation energy has a markedly non-linear dependence on silica content, with a minimum occurring close to 70 mol% SiO2 (Fig. 6). At even lower reduced temperatures this minimum moves to higher silica contents. Stein and Spera (1993) performed viscosity measurements for sev-
en different silica contents over a 250 °C temperature range (approximately $T/T_g = 1.2$–1.35). In this range they fitted their data using the Arrhenian Equation 1 and presented a single value of activation energy for each of the studied compositions. As might be expected, at high silica contents their values approach those reported here for $T/T_g = 1.2$, being consistently higher than those for $T/T_g = 1.7$. The scatter and lack of clear trend for activation energy reported by Stein and Spera (1993) at lower SiO$_2$ contents may therefore be explained in terms of the increasingly non-Arrhenian nature of these melts and increasing sensitivity of activation energy to temperature.

Viscosity shows a similar behavior, so that at high temperature log viscosity may be adequately described as a linear function of SiO$_2$ content (Fig. 7a). At lower temperatures, however, there is a clear departure from a linear dependence on silica content, with a minimum developing close to 67 mol% SiO$_2$ (Fig. 7b). This behavior is similar to that for melts along the join SiO$_2$-CaAl$_2$O$_4$, which show a minimum in $T_s$ for compositions between 30 and 40 mol% SiO$_2$ (Neuville 1992).

**DISCUSSION**

Adam-Gibbs theory and calculation of configurational entropies

The systematic variations in melt viscosity and fragility along the join SiO$_2$-NaAlSiO$_4$ described above, may be related to variations in configurational parameters of the melt using the Adam-Gibbs theory (Adam and Gibbs 1965; Richet 1984). This theory relates relaxation time of a melt (and thus its viscosity) to temperature and configurational entropy through the general equation:

$$\log_{10} \eta(T) = A_\eta + \frac{B_\eta}{T S(T)}$$

where $\eta(T)$ is the viscosity, $A_\eta$ and $B_\eta$ are constant for each melt composition, and $S(T)$ is the configurational entropy of the melt at absolute temperature $T$. The Adam-Gibbs theory has been shown to account quantitatively for departures from Arrhenian behavior of a large range of silicate melts (e.g., Richet 1984; Richet and Neuville 1992; Bottinga et al. 1995; Bottinga and Richet 1996). Such departures occur because the configurational entropy of the melt is not a constant but is itself a function of temperature. At a given temperature the configurational entropy of the melt phase [$S(T)$] is the sum of that present at the glass transition $S(T_g)$, plus additional configurational entropy produced with increasing temperature. This additional entropy may be calculated by integration of the configurational heat capacity ($C_{conf}^\eta$), such that:

$$S(T) = S(T_g) + \int_{T_g}^T C_{conf}^\eta \, dT$$

where $C_{conf}^\eta$ is given by $[C_{conf}^\eta(T) - C_{conf}^{glass}(T_g)]$ that may itself be a function of temperature. The configurational heat capacities of albite, jadeite, and nepheline melts are known (reported in Fig. 8a), thus the viscosity curves may be fitted using $A_\eta$, $B_\eta$, and $S(T_g)$ as adjustable parameters (see Richet 1984; Bottinga and Richet 1996 for details).

The parameters obtained in the above manner are summarized in Table 5 and values for the configurational entropy at the glass transition are shown in Figure 8b. Combining these values with data for SiO$_2$ (Richet and Bottinga 1984), it is inferred that $S(T_g)$ increases from SiO$_2$ to albite, shows little change in the range 75 to 67 mol% SiO$_2$, but decreases significantly in the range 67 to 50 mol% SiO$_2$. These values of $S(T_g)$ obtained from the viscosity curves may be compared with independently measured values of this parameter using appropriate thermodynamic cycles of melt, glass, and crystalline phases (also shown in Fig. 8b). The agreement for albite melt is very good, but the value obtained in this study for nepheline melt [7.4 J/(gfw-K)] is considerably higher than that obtained from the calorimetric data of Richet et al. (1990) [4.9 J/(gfw-K)]. There are several reasons why this should be so. First, the values of $S(T_g)$ obtained from calorimetric cycles are calculated from a relatively small difference between two large numbers and are thus prone to large relative errors, in particular those associated with entropies of fusion or solid phase transitions. The second
TABLE 5. Heat capacities and parameters of the Adam-Gibbs equation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SiO₂ (mol%)</th>
<th>$C_p^{conf}$ [J/(gfw·K)]*</th>
<th>$A_e$</th>
<th>$B_e$</th>
<th>$S_e^{conf}$ [J/(gfw·K)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>-5.984</td>
<td>10.655</td>
<td>-2.45</td>
<td>145.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>-3.743</td>
<td>10.448</td>
<td>-2.52</td>
<td>141.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>-1.646</td>
<td>12.970</td>
<td>-2.38</td>
<td>116.100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* As discussed in the text, $C_p^{conf} = [C_p - C_p^{conf}(T_g)]$, for which compositions along the join SiO₂-NaAlSiO₄ may be described by the equation $a + bT$, where $a$ and $b$ are constants, and $T$ is absolute temperature.

† Values for the heat capacity of melt and glassy phases taken from Richet (1984), Richet and Bottinga (1984), and Richet et al. (1990). Note that gram formula weight (gfw) is defined such that molar (Na₂O + Al₂O₃ + SiO₂) = 1.

Melt fragility and the Adam-Gibbs theory

Many papers have dealt with application of the Adam-Gibbs theory to the explanation of departure from Arrhenian behavior, and, as noted by Adam and Gibbs themselves (Adam and Gibbs 1965), it is generally recognized that the greater the jump in $C_p$ at the glass transition, the greater the fragility of the melt. However, it is clear that using the definition of fragility given by Equation 3, we may quantify fragility in terms of the Adam-Gibbs parameters. If the configurational heat capacity may be described as a linear function of temperature (i.e., $C_p^{conf} = a + bT$), which is the case for melts on the join SiO₂-NaAlSiO₄ (Richet and Bottinga 1984), then from Equations 4 and 5 it may be seen that in terms of the Adam-Gibbs parameters melt viscosity is:

$$\log_{10} \eta = A_e + \frac{B_e}{S_e^{conf}(T_g)}$$

Differentiation of this equation with respect to $T_g/T$ shows that at $T_g$, the gradient on a reduced temperature plot (and thus the fragility) is given by:

$$m = \frac{B_e}{S_e^{conf}(T_g)} \left[ \frac{1 + a/bT}{S_e^{conf}(T_g)} \right]$$

which may be simplified to:

$$m = \frac{B_e}{S_e^{conf}(T_g)} \left[ \frac{1 + C_p^{conf}(T_g)}{S_e^{conf}(T_g)} \right]$$

where $C_p^{conf}(T_g)$ is the jump in heat capacity at the glass transition. A simplification to Equation 8 occurs because if the glass transition is defined to occur when the viscosity reaches a value of $10^{12}$ Pa·s then from Equation 4:

$$\frac{B_e}{S_e^{conf}(T_g)} = 12 - A_e$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Based on the observation that $A_e$ is approximately constant, at least for the studied compositions (Table 5), then the term on the left hand side of Equation 9 is constant, therefore implying that fragility is proportional to:

$$1 + \frac{C_p^{conf}(T_g)}{S_e^{conf}(T_g)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Fragility (as defined by Eq. 3) is thus controlled not only by the magnitude of the configurational heat capacity at the glass transition but also by the configurational entropy of the melt at the glass transition temperature, with more fragile melts having a greater $C_p^{conf}(T_g)$, a lower $S_e^{conf}(T_g)$, or both.
In the system SiO₂-NaAlSiO₄, data from the literature show \( C_{\text{mol}}(T_g) \) is more or less constant in the range 100-75% SiO₂ (Fig. 8a), while the data from this study show that over the same range of silica content the configurational entropy at the glass transition increases (Fig. 8b) and the combination of these two factors correlates with little if any increase in fragility (Fig. 5). In the range 75-67 mol% SiO₂, the configurational entropy at the glass transition is approximately constant, but the configurational heat capacity is increasing, correlating with an increase in fragility. At lower silica contents, the configurational entropy at the glass transition increases, and the configurational heat capacity increases, with both factors contributing to the rapid increase in fragility observed in this range of SiO₂ contents (Fig. 5). No predictions of the magnitude of the parameters \( B_{\text{TVF}} \) and \( C_{\text{TVF}} \), or melt fragility, may be made at silica contents less than 50 mol%, as the variation of \( S_{\text{c}}(T_g) \) in this range is unknown.

It should be noted that the definition of fragility used here (Eq. 3), or indeed any single parameter definition of fragility, cannot fully parameterize non-Arrhenian behavior. For example there are families of TVF fits that have different \( B_{\text{TVF}} \) and \( C_{\text{TVF}} \) parameters, but the same gradient at the glass transition temperature. Similarly, although the gradient at \( T_g \) is defined by the configurational heat capacity at the glass transition temperature this does not take account of the temperature dependence of \( C_{\text{mol}} \), which may be positive, zero or negative, behaviors shown by aluminosilicates, alkali-silicates, and titanosilicates, respectively (Richet and Bottinga 1995). Each of these cases results in a different temperature dependence of viscosity, even if the gradient at \( T_g \) is the same.

**Configurational entropy at the glass transition**

The aim of this section is to relate the calculated configurational entropies of glasses along the join SiO₂-NaAlSiO₄ to their structure. As discussed by Richet and Neuville (1992), there are two principal contributions to the configurational entropy of a silicate melt-glass. The first is due to mixing of chemically distinguishable units (the chemical contribution) and the second is due to distributions in bond angles and bond lengths (the topological contribution). Although the topological contribution is difficult to quantify, an attempt is made to model quantitatively the chemical contribution to the configurational entropy in terms of independent evidence concerning the structure of melts and glasses in this system.

Glasses along the join SiO₂-NaAlSiO₄ have been extensively studied spectroscopically (Taylor and Brown 1979; Seifert et al. 1982; McMillan et al. 1982; Murdoch et al. 1985; Matson et al. 1986; Oestrike et al. 1987; Mae-kawa et al. 1991; Neuville and Mysen 1996), and it is generally agreed that such compositions consist of a fully polymerized network of tetrahedral Si and Al, with Na stabilizing Al in this configuration. Furthermore, there is also evidence from a variety of sources concerning the state of Al-Si order-disorder in this system. For example, Flood and Knapp (1968) showed that although almost perfectly disordered, a small degree of Al-Si ordering was necessary to fit the liquidus surface of albite in the high silica range. In contrast, at silica contents near 50 mol% the calorimetric study of Navrotsky et al. (1982) showed that the greatest heat of mixing on the join SiO₂-NaAl₂O₃ occurred close to nepheline composition, implying a high degree of Si-Al order for this composition. An increase in Al-Si ordering with decreasing silica content was also suggested by Murdoch et al. (1985) who showed that the linewidth of \( ^{29}\text{Si} \) NMR spectra of nepheline glass was considerably less than that of albite glass, implying greater compliance with Loewenstein's (1954) aluminium avoidance principle.

Within the framework of this structural model for glasses along the join SiO₂-NaAlSiO₄, the chemical contribution to configurational entropy is modeled by mixing of Al and Si. The first step is to define the mixing units. We have chosen to evaluate two possibilities: (1) O environments (e.g., Si-O-Si, Si-O-Al, etc.), and (2) tetrahedral environments (e.g., SiO₂, NaAlO₂). For each of these possibilities, entropies depend on the degree of Si-Al ordering, ranging from perfect disordering (where Al-O-Al, Si-O-Al, and Si-O-Si bonds may all occur) to ordering because of Al avoidance (Al-O-Al bonds forbidden, Loewenstein 1954), as shown in Figures 9a and 9b. In the case of mixing of tetrahedral or O atom sites the configurational entropy is zero for SiO₂, and initially increases as Al is substituted for Si. If Al-Si were to be perfectly disordered, then a smooth increase in \( S_c \) would occur going from silica to nepheline. In contrast, entropy in the perfectly ordered case would reach a maximum at albite composition before falling back to zero at nepheline composition. However, the absolute values of entropies calculated for the mixing of O or tetrahedral sites are very different. Entropies because of the mixing of O are much greater than those resulting from the mixing of tetrahedra, because of the greater number of the former per gram formula weight of melt. However, in neither of these two cases do the entropies estimated from the viscosity data lie between the ordered and the disordered case (Figs. 9a and 9b). This discrepancy may be expected because the modeled values presented in Figures 9a and 9b only represent the chemical contribution to \( S_c \), and do not take into account the topological contribution.

In the case of mixing of O sites it is clear that no positive value for the topological contribution can reconcile the modeled configurational entropies with those calculated from the viscosity curves. Thus it seems unlikely that the chemically distinct units in these melts are O atoms. On the other hand, values of configurational entropy modeled using tetrahedral sites are always lower than those calculated from the viscosity measurements, consistent with a topological contribution to the latter. If data for pure SiO₂ glass are used to estimate, to a first approximation, the magnitude of the topological contribution to glasses along the join SiO₂-NaAlSiO₄ (5.1 J/(gfw·K), Richet and Bottinga 1984), then it is found that the modeled values for the chemical contribution lie in
the range bracketed between values calculated for perfect ordering and perfect disordering of tetrahedral sites (Fig. 9c). Furthermore, it is found that albite glass occurs close to the limit for Al-Si disordering, while nepheline tends to the side of ordering, in agreement with the independent evidence described above. Although a constant value of \( S(T) \) for all compositions is not required, it is clear that if the values of total configurational entropy are to remain within the bounds suggested by the modeling of the chemical contribution in terms of tetrahedral sites, as well as remaining consistent with the independent evidence that Al-Si ordering increases as silica content decreases from \( \text{SiO}_2 \) to nepheline, then the topological contribution to \( S(T) \) along the studied join must be relatively constant [i.e., \( 6 \pm 1 \text{ J/(gfw-K)} \)].

**Configurational entropy at high temperature**

With increasing temperature new topological and new chemical entropies may be produced, both contributing to \( C_p^{\text{conf}} \). On one hand, molecular dynamics simulations of these melts show that at 3000 K there is a purely statistical random distribution of aluminate and silicate tetrahedra (Scamehorn and Angell 1991; Stein and Spera 1995). In contrast, the evidence summarized above suggests that at the glass transition there is considerable Al-Si ordering. Since the state of ordering both in the glass and at 3000 K are known, the contribution to the configurational heat capacity because of new chemical configurational entropy can be quantified. This calculation was previously performed by Scamehorn and Angell (1991) who concluded that randomization of Al-Si could be the dominant contribution to the configurational heat capacity for nepheline melt. However, Scamehorn and Angell (1991) assumed that mixing occurred on O sites, as well as assuming that nepheline melt was perfectly ordered when performing their calculations. Using the value for the chemical entropy of nepheline glass from this study and assuming that randomization of tetrahedral sites is complete by 3000 K, the contribution to \( C_p^{\text{conf}} \) will be approximately 3.5 J/(gfw-K), compared with the measured value of \( C_p^{\text{conf}} \) that varies between 12.7 J/(gfw-K) at \( T_r \) to 22.2 J/(gfw-K) at 1800 K (Richet et al. 1990). Contributions to \( C_p^{\text{conf}} \) from disordering of Al-Si are much smaller for albite and jadeite melts, and we therefore conclude that increases in topological entropy are the dominant contribution to \( C_p^{\text{conf}} \). If this is true, then the increasing values of \( C_p^{\text{conf}} \) with decreasing silica content, as well as their increasing temperature dependence (Richet and Bottinga 1984, Richet et al. 1990), therefore implies that at high temperature the distribution of bond angles and lengths should increase as NaAlO\(_2\) is substituted for \( \text{SiO}_2 \).

Indeed, this is the prediction of molecular dynamics simulations of these melts at very high temperatures (Scamehorn and Angell 1991; Stein and Spera 1995).

**Implications for generalized silicate melts**

The results presented here have several implications for the structure-property relations of silicate melts in gen-

---

**Figure 9.** Configurational entropies modelled for perfect Al-Si ordering (dashed line) and perfect Al-Si disordering (solid line). Values estimated from the viscosity curves are shown as solid circles in the following cases: (a) if mixing is of different O sites; (b) if mixing is of different tetrahedral sites; and (c) modeled configurational entropies resulting from mixing of tetrahedral sites compared with estimates of the chemical contribution to the configurational entropy (= total configurational entropy - topological contribution). Total configurational entropy estimated from the viscosity data (Table 5). A constant topological contribution of 5.1 J/(gfw-K) was assumed (see text for details).
eral. First, our results, as well as those of Richet (1984) and Neuville and Richet (1991), show that variations in entropy across binary joins may be well modeled in terms of cation mixing. This is equivalent to considering the melt as a lattice of O atoms in which cations are distributed. The configurational entropy of the melt is the sum of that from the cation distribution within the O lattice (the chemical contribution) plus a background entropy because of variations in the topology of the O network (the topological contribution). Given that the O lattice represents the greater part of the volume of silicate melts, it does not seem unreasonable that topological contributions to the configurational entropy dominate. The fact that the topological contribution to the configurational entropy of the studied compositions is relatively constant at the glass transition may be linked to the fact that these glasses have very similar fully polymerized structures (and therefore O lattices). It would, however, be of interest to determine whether the glass transition of depolymerized silicate melts at laboratory cooling rates (e.g., 10 K/s) is also associated with a constant value of the topological contribution to the configurational entropy, in which case this may be the phenomenon responsible for the calorimetric glass transition.

Second, in agreement with findings in other silicate systems (Brandriss and Stebbins 1988; Richet and Neuville 1992), we find that increases in chemical entropy only represent a fraction of the configurational heat capacity, leaving increases in the topological contribution to dominate $C_{\text{conf}}$. In other words, as noted by Richet and Neuville (1992), it is above all the ability of O to explore new configurations, which increases the entropy and decreases the viscosity of silicate melts with increasing temperature. The ability of O to explore new configurations may be expected to be a function of the strength of its bonding with cations in the lattice, thus $C_{\text{conf}}$ should be proportional to the average bond strength of the melt. Indeed at high temperature (e.g., 1800 K), $C_{\text{conf}}$ for melts on the join SiO$_2$-NaAlSiO$_3$ as well as many other binary silicate joins is approximately a linear function of silica content (Richet and Bottinga 1985; Richet and Neuville 1992), supporting this hypothesis. Furthermore, because $C_{\text{conf}}$ is the dominant factor affecting high-temperature viscosity (Eqs. 4 and 5), this too should also be directly proportional to average bond strength. Not only is this supported by the linear variation of viscosity as a function of silica content presented in this study (Fig. 7a), but perhaps the clearest evidence that this is true is the fact that Bottinga and Weill (1972) were successfully able to parameterize high-temperature viscosities as a linear function of composition. This study, which builds a better understanding of the relationships between melt structure and configurational entropy, is an important complementary step toward predicting silicate melt viscosities at temperatures close to the glass transition.
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